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Working with our partners in the UK’s
high-performance technology and
motorsport cluster, located in and around
Silverstone Park, we will create a global
destination for engineering, innovation
and business development.
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PORSCHE EXTENDS WORLD-CLASS
DRIVING FACILITY

With premises totalling 30,000 sq ft at
Silverstone Park, race preparation expert
FF Corse’s fleet of client-owned Ferrari’s
is reckoned to be the biggest under one
roof anywhere in the world...

Silverstone Park’s management company
MEPC has received a £4.4 million
investment loan from the South East
Midlands Local Enterprise Partnership...

Silverstone University Technology College’s
push to encourage more female engineering
students is paying off with an increase
in young women having taken up places
in its classrooms at Silverstone Park...

Legendary sportscar manufacturer Porsche
has effectively doubled the size of its
stunning Experience Centre facility with
a number of new circuit configurations
at Silverstone Park...

Find out more

Find out more

Find out more

Find out more

WORKFORCE HELPS SHAPE FUTURE

OFFICES

PARTING SHOT

Virtual tenancy and serviced office space available now in
Silverstone Park’s Innovation Centre designed to accommodate
businesses between 1-20 people on flexible terms.

CONTACT DETAILS

Visit our website for further details.
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Tel: 01327 856000

WORKSHOPS AND STORAGE UNITS
New, flexible accommodation at MEPC Silverstone Park.
Now part of MEPC’s 2.7 million sq ft development.
Visit our website for further details, or contact
James Watson at DTRE on 020 3328 9080.
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I am very pleased to report that the rate of
progress since MEPC took over management
of the estate – particularly within the last 12
months – has been excellent and it’s the result
of a lot of hard work from the Silverstone Park
team putting plans into action, and of course
the very valuable support of our key partners.
SEMLEP has secured us a £4.4 million loan towards
the new utilities upgrades that will serve the 2.7
million sq ft of planning consent during the next
decade or more. NEP was instrumental in winning UK
Government funding for a state-of-the-art metrology
facility, which we look forward to putting in place
in 2015, and we are excited to be involved with this
year’s prestigious Buckinghamshire Business Awards.

Seeing existing occupiers grow and attracting new
companies to Silverstone Park is hugely rewarding.
We have welcomed three new occupiers in the last
month alone into our Buckingham Road units. And
the positive feedback from industry has lent weight
to our decision to build speculatively with a 15,000
sq ft property – the first new building to go up at
Silverstone Park under MEPC management.

Seeing existing occupiers grow and
attracting new companies to Silverstone
Park is hugely rewarding.

So too is our relentless drive to attract new
companies to the world-class vision we have for
the estate as a global destination for business
development in the high-performance technology
and motorsport sectors.
Our slogan is ‘From here we change the world’.
That change has begun…

Our networking events continue to create an excellent
community spirit and that has extended recently
to inviting the estate’s employees to give us their

If you would like to find out more please visit our website: www.silverstone-park.com
				
or follow us

Tel: 01327 856000

input into our future travel options. Adding customer
value is crucial to MEPC’s plans.

@SilverstonePark

ROZ BIRD
COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR
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With premises totalling 30,000 sq ft at Silverstone Park, race preparation expert FF Corse’s fleet of client-owned
Ferrari’s is reckoned to be the biggest under one roof anywhere in the world.

DEVELOPMENT RACING AHEAD

430 Challenge, 458 Challenge, 458 GT3,
F40… Up to 40 of the legendary Italian
manufacturer’s dream super cars, all
competition prepared for a variety of race
disciplines, are kept inside this ‘Prancing
Horse Palace’.

was formed in 2009. 21 of those wins came
in 2014 along with fifth place outright
(and the best-placed Ferrari entry) in the
prestigious British GT Championship.
The coveted overall Britcar crown added
to the impressive silverware collection.

All year round each of the stable’s stallions
sees plenty of high speed miles (the
majority in races in the UK and overseas)
although FF Corse’s logistical expertise
also enables it to put on exciting track
day events on the Continent for clients.

“Ultimately we provide a professional
management service for Ferrari Challenge
and GT owners,” explains Managing
Director Anthony Cheshire. “This means
we offer a complete one-stop service to
make it easier for the drivers and clients
to go and use their Challenge and race cars.
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In motorsport FF Corse’s track record speaks
for itself, with some 100 class and outright
race wins plus nine drivers’ and teams’ titles
across various categories since the company

Tel: 01327 856000

“We specialise only in Ferrari’s – it’s our
history and knowledge. We take people
who’ve never been on a track before –

giving them driving tuition and teaching
them how to use it effectively – up to
drivers who’ve raced at quite a high level
and currently compete in championships
such as British GT.”
Indeed a very specialised set of skills are
required to successfully run cars in GT
competition with levels of technology,
engineering and design reaching
ever-more complex levels.
Anthony adds: “The majority of cars we
prepare are made up of the 458’s latest
Challenge and GT3 models. The skills set
and investment we have here are vital as
the cars are highly sophisticated.

“Our real skill comes when there can be
a problem and, let’s face it, every race car
has problems from time to time whatever
the level or category.
“All our technicians are Ferrari-trained and
because of that we can by-pass what can
be a lengthy diagnosis and are, therefore,
able to eliminate and fix things very quickly
which is crucial when the pressure is
on during a track day or race event
environment.”
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The metrology centre will provide companies
working in high-performance technology
and motorsport (HPT&M) with a valuable
facility to give their businesses a step
up with access to equipment for precise
measuring, mapping and strength-testing
of materials ahead of productivity.
The UK Government recently approved
a bid from Silverstone Park developer
MEPC for funding for the project which
will open in 2016.
During her visit Penny met with Silverstone
Park Commercial Director Roz Bird and was
suitably impressed with the estate’s plans
for the future.

HIGH PRAISE FROM
WIRELESS SECTOR

PARTING SHOT

Penny Mordaunt MP, Parliamentary
Under Secretary of State at the
Department for Communities and
Local Government, was a highprofile visitor to Silverstone Park
to discover more about the estate’s
forthcoming construction of a
state-of-the-art metrology centre.

She commented: “It’s fantastic and
obviously from a Government point of
view we want to make sure money is being
spent and there’s focus and momentum
behind these projects. It’s tremendously
exciting with a very clear and ambitious
vision for the whole area based around
the sector.”
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“This ask for a metrology centre has
come from the businesses in this area,”
she added. “They are playing to their
strengths and of course Britain is known
for its precision engineering and innovation.
Silverstone Park’s metrology centre is
going to help support those businesses
in delivering that message and help their
own workloads as well as raise the profile
of the place internationally…”
Penny also said: “It’s how we can create
that ‘Jupiter’s Sling’ effect with all of those
businesses pulling together like we have
seen in other areas of the UK, such as
maritime. And I think that’s a tremendously
exciting vision. We are talking about
sectors that are huge, huge contributors
to the national economy and really, if you
can excuse the pun, it’s about how can we
turbo-charge that and really get this place
to be all it can be.”
Penny’s visit was part of a tour of
Northamptonshire during which she
signed a £67.3 million Growth Deal for
the county – agreed between the UK
Government and Northamptonshire’s
Local Enterprise Partnership. Jo Lappin
and John Markham, Chief Executive and
Chairman of Northants LEP respectively,
and South Northants Council Leader
Mary Clarke were also keen visitors.
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BUSINESS COMPETITION
WINNERS ANNOUNCED
Electric motorbike manufacturer
Meteor Power, racing car competition
constructor Formula Student
Northampton Racing, motorsport
website Racingist.com and automotive
marketing specialist CMB Creative
have been named as the four winners
of Silverstone Park’s first Business
Competition for budding innovators.

Richard Redman and Product Development
& Sales Director with Torotrak Group
Jon Hilton.

Each company is in its nascent stages,
but is already now benefiting from a hot
desk licence in Silverstone Park’s thriving
Innovation Centre, plus expert business
mentoring to enable them to develop
and grow.

Buckinghamshire-based Meteor plans to
design and manufacturer high-performance
electric motorbikes while FSNR, run solely
by youngsters at Northampton University,
hopes to win the Formula Student
competition – held annually on the
Silverstone F1 circuit for students from
around the world with 610cc single-seater
racing cars they have designed and built
themselves.

The four winners were selected after
making presentations along with three
more finalists before a judging panel
of business experts in the Innovation
Centre. The judges included MIA Chief
Executive Officer Chris Aylett; South
Northants Councillor and business mentor
Kath Bonner-Dunham; University of
Buckingham’s Programme Director, BSc
Business Enterprise Nigel Adams; Barclays’
Large Corporate Relationship Director

Tel: 01327 856000

Additionally each receives £1000, free highspeed broadband and access to professional
meeting rooms in the Innovation Centre
– the recognised central hub for innovative
small to medium enterprises (SMEs)
at Silverstone Park.

Motorsport website Racingist has been
created by 22-year-old Ben Jones from
his bedroom at home in Swansea with
ambitions to support up-and-coming driving
talents and CMB, based in Northants,
is aiming to increase its client roster within
the automotive marketing sector.

MASTERING A DARK ART
Surrounded by high-performance
technology and motorsport companies,
one might argue that wholesale food
market analysis agency Sales Out is
the ‘odd man out’ at Silverstone Park
but not so thanks to an innovative
ethos that aligns it perfectly with
its neighbours.
Heineken, Coca Cola, Pepsi Co, Unilever:
all are part of the company’s hugely
impressive client roster which immediately
spells out the success of its innovative
methods that have been developed inside
Silverstone Park’s Innovation Centre which
it made its UK headquarters in 2009.
As the company’s Head of Sales and
Account Management John Penquet
explains: “While we might not be
designing components for Formula 1
or the air or space industries or running
a team in motor racing we have good
reasons to be here. The main ones are
Silverstone is recognised as a place for
innovation and leading edge technology –
two areas that we like to be recognised for.

“Some of our services such as target
marketing are unique in the industry
so it remains innovative, plus we have
been the first company of our kind to
deliver data provision and certain insights
on the internet. We are always looking
at new technologies and services and
being in an environment that is
innovative-driven keeps us focused.”
John continues: “Where we differ from
other data houses is we focus specifically
on the convenience, foodservice and
wholesale sector. Ultimately we take data
from the FMCG (fast moving consumer
goods) wholesale market and turn that
data into insights for manufacturers and
suppliers to determine their strategies
and marketing objectives.”

...we have been the first
company of our kind to deliver
data provision and certain
insights on the internet.
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With a Formula 1 background it’s no coincidence that wheel and tyre SME Black n Rounds
has chosen Silverstone Park as home to its first emporium as it embarks on an innovative
business venture.
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It has chosen Silverstone Park’s immaculate new
Buckingham Road (nee Jordan) industrial units as a base
and its mission is simple: to reinvent the quick fit wheel
and tyre industry with superior service but not (excuse
the pun) at over-inflated prices…
Every major tyre manufacturer is stocked for all sizes
and requirements whether simple A to B purposes
or high-performance.
As Peter explains: “We are multi-faceted but, while
the thrust of the company is car and motorbike tyres
for the general public and motorsport, we also have
very high-end shops selling tooling and consumables.
In addition we offer a storage service for owners of
prestige and historic machinery.
“Ultimately our unique selling point is we are not Tesco’s
– we are Fortnum & Mason but at Tesco prices.”

Peter continues: “We have invested in machinery that fills
customers’ tyres with nitrogen instead of air. Every F1 tyre
has been filled with nitrogen for the last 15 years…
“We believe this significantly improves fuel economy
because with nitrogen the tyre doesn’t fluctuate so
much, meaning your MPG stays more or less where your
manufacturer said it would be.
“Nitrogen also helps to drastically cut down on road
noise, plus it tends not to leak anywhere near as much
because it is much denser.”
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The company is the brainchild of current Marussia
Formula 1 Team Manager Dave O’Neill, ex-Arrows
F1 team number one mechanic Peter Woolford and
Oxford United Chairman Darryl Eales (see Black n
Rounds’ black and silver logo on Utd’s team shirts).

There is another – invisible – twist to Black n Rounds
thanks to lessons learnt in the scientific world of Formula
1 and on the other side of the globe.

HIGH PRAISE FROM
WIRELESS SECTOR

BACK

...Ultimately our unique selling
point is we are not Tesco’s – we
are Fortnum & Mason but at
Tesco prices.

Tel: 01327 856000
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SILVERSTONE
PARK ATTRACTS
£4.4 MILLION
SEMLEP LOAN
Silverstone Park’s management
company MEPC has received
a £4.4 million investment loan
from the South East Midlands
Local Enterprise Partnership towards
the energy infrastructure required
to transform the estate into a
leading global destination for the
high-performance technology and
motorsport (HPT&M) industries.
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MEPC’s redevelopment of Silverstone Park
is now expected to create some 8000 jobs
by 2024 with hotels, R&D facilities, offices,
industrial units and automotive brand
centres all included as part of the project
as the estate becomes the business
epicentre for an already existing worldleading cluster of HPT&M companies.
SEMLEP’s £4.4 million investment in
Silverstone Park is part of its Growing
Places Fund. Silverstone Park Commercial
Director Roz Bird said: “Building on the

CONTACT DETAILS
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Some 2.7 million sq ft of planning consent
for the 10-year development is already
in place on the 130 acres of land around
the Silverstone Formula 1 Grand Prix
circuit. The circuit’s owner the British
Racing Drivers Club had previously also
run Silverstone Park until MEPC entered
into a 999-year lease deal of the site in
September 2013…
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extraordinary concentration of talent,
including eight of the 11 F1 constructor
teams and supply chain companies that
serve the motorsport industry, we are
delighted to be working in partnership
with SEMLEP to invest in Silverstone Park.
“The £4.4 million infrastructure is a critical
element of creating an environment that
nurtures innovation and talent that is
the lifeblood of the high-performance
technology sector.
“We would very much like to thank
SEMLEP for the investment it has provided
and for recognising Silverstone Park’s
role as a major contributor to both the
East Midlands economy and the success
of the terrific cluster of HPT&M companies
across the region. These are very exciting
times for anyone associated with
Silverstone Park whether based here
or across the East Midlands.”
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Silverstone Park developer MEPC has already agreed terms for one of two
units in its new speculative building – a 15,717 sq ft property – several months
ahead of its completion.
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Construction of the ‘Plot 4’ property, next
to legendary motorcycle manufacturer
Ducati’s UK headquarters and overlooking
the Silverstone Formula 1 Grand Prix
circuit, is into its second month.
Silverstone Park’s Commercial Director
Roz Bird commented: “This is the first
building to go up since MEPC took over
management of the estate 16 months ago.

“The building, in a prime location near
the front entrance and close to the
Silverstone race circuit, offers a great
opportunity for companies to raise
their profile. We are delighted to be
progressing with a deal and we are
also now in advanced discussions with
a number of other high-tech engineering
businesses eager to take the other
7,500 sq ft unit.”
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“I enjoy the deals, the people and
what goes on behind the scenes…
it fascinates me.” Indeed, for
someone who spends most of his
day untangling complex legal
matters for motorsport clients,
expert technology and intellectual
property rights solicitor Robert
Cain rarely experiences a dull
moment in his Silverstone Park
based office.

20 or more innovative and entrepreneurial
small to medium sized enterprises (SMEs).

His business, Cain Law, was founded in 2009
and operates out of Silverstone Park’s
bustling Innovation Centre – home to some

“I base myself at Silverstone to gain
international recognition. If you’re a brand
new law firm it can be difficult convincing

Tel: 01327 856000

From there Robert has become the legal
advisor for neighbouring company World
Sport Management and the Racing Steps
Foundation which funds some of the best
emerging British motorsport talent in global
competition in cars and motorbikes.
Robert comments: “I had worked for a large
law firm in London but went on my own to
create a more intimate service and provide
better value for money.

people they should use you. Well I’ve certainly
removed one of the three unknowns –
‘where are you?’ There aren’t many people
on the planet who don’t know Silverstone is
in the UK and it’s where motorsport happens...
“The two other unknowns are being able to
prove you are good at your job, other than
you’ve been around a long time and haven’t
been sued, plus expertise which is often
taken for granted.
“Ultimately my expertise lay in technology,
IP and motorsport. With all that come various
legal disciplines such as commercial contracts,
licensing, driver contracts, sponsorship,
corporate work including mergers, acquisitions,

joint ventures and so on...”
Robert has been at the legal heart of cases
ranging from suing major motor manufacturers
for many millions to off-loading a troubled
business for next to nothing. He has acted
for several more notable names at Silverstone
Park and recently was tasked with representing
a client in front of world motorsport governing
body the FIA’s Court of Appeal in Paris.
His expertise and ability to present a case
eloquently when the pressure is on – and
likewise keep the client from cracking
under the strain – is a much sought-after
skill, particularly in today’s heavily
commercialised world.
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The UTC is no stranger to the world of hi-tech performance –
its Principal is ex-McLaren supercar designer Neil Patterson and
its classrooms and workshops sit just yards away from Silverstone’s
Formula 1 Grand Prix circuit.
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Silverstone University Technology College’s push to
encourage more female engineering students is paying
off with an increase in young women having taken up
places in its classrooms at Silverstone Park.

Tel: 01327 856000

Having begun its second full-term of education in September 2014,
a rise in the number of female students keen for careers in engineering
is suddenly noticeable and reinforces Silverstone Park’s commitment to
the region’s skills agenda.
Joint Head of Engineering Studies Kate Jackson comments: “We’ve
achieved more exposure in local schools and marketed to the Year
9 population moving into Year 10 and also had big interest in our
open days – it meant those girls didn’t have to go out and research
things so much.
“I believe that has opened a lot of those girls’ eyes to what is achievable
for them, plus we’ve talked to them individually to reassure them about
what it entails and the profession as a whole. Suddenly they’ve begun
communicating among themselves – ‘if you go for it then I’ll go for it’.
They’re starting to talk and in their mid-late teens – a really crucial age
– they really have a direction which is very encouraging…”
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Silverstone Park’s bid to become
a leading global destination for
high-performance technology and
motorsport is ahead of schedule,
according to its Commercial
Director Roz Bird.
It is 16 months (Sept 2013) since developer
MEPC took on the estate from the British
Racing Drivers Club and with it 2.7 million
sq ft of planning consent on 130 acres
of land that surround the world-famous
Silverstone Formula 1 circuit.
Already a major re-branding and
marketing overhaul has been carried
out and now the first shoots of building
work are under way with construction
of a 15,717 sq ft ‘speculative’ unit.
Roz commented: “The rate of progress
at Silverstone Park is extraordinary.
We’ve got the community spirit back
among the businesses on-site, we’ve

got new businesses coming in, we’re in
serious discussions with other very big
and hugely influential companies and
now we are starting to see land being
cleared and new buildings going up.
“We’ve also just attracted a significant
slice of UK Government funding towards
the build of a state-of-the-art metrology
centre which is going to be another real
draw for companies.
“From the outset we said our re-development
of Silverstone Park – to turn it into a leading
global destination for the HPT&M
industries – was a 10-year plan but
already we can sense we are ahead
of schedule.”
While the majority of the existing
Silverstone Park site runs adjacent back
from the Grand Prix circuit’s famous
Woodcote and Abbey corners – some
50 businesses are already housed here –

the land MEPC plans to develop extends
much further. In fact it has just helped
another of its ‘tenants’, Porsche GB,
effectively double the size of its driver
training Experience Centre with new
track lay-outs that run parallel to the
circuit’s historic Hangar Straight.
Roz adds: “The fields next to the Dadford
Road opposite The Wing are earmarked
for our development and next to that
we’re attracting new companies into
the Buckingham Road (nee Jordan
Technology Park) units – they gave us
another 82,500 sq ft of property when
we acquired them as part of Silverstone
Park in March 2014.
“Behind the scenes we are working
non-stop on things such as the skills
agenda, encouraging small to medium
sized businesses and are in regular
dialogues with local and central

A STAR OF THE SHOW
Silverstone Park was among the major
players at Autosport International – one
of the world’s leading motorsport shows
– with sponsorship support of the highly
influential Motorsports Industry
Association’s stand.
Commercial Director Roz Bird and team
were present during the four-day event
at Birmingham’s NEC which is attended by
some 100,000 people – many of them senior
figures in the international motorsport and
automotive sectors.
Just over a year since developer MEPC took
on management of Silverstone Park, the estate
was even shortlisted for a major trophy

Tel: 01327 856000

(Service To Industry) before a star-studded
audience at the MIA’s annual awards
ceremony.
In addition Silverstone Park’s sponsorship
opened the door for the winners of its recent
inaugural Business Competition: Formula
Student Northampton Racing; Racingist.com;
CMB Creative and Meteor Power..
The four SMEs, now with hot desk licences
in Silverstone Park’s impressive Innovation
Centre building, were all invited to the show
and were able to mingle with many of the
key movers and shakers within the highperformance technology and motorsport
(HPT&M) industries.

Government as well as all the key
enterprise partnerships and other trade,
industry and funding bodies – especially
the Motorsports Industry Association.
“I use a phrase ‘the buzz of the cluster’
when I talk to people and that is because
we are right at the heart of the motorsport
engineering industry surrounded by all
the companies who make up the supply
chain. More and more they are being
drawn to Silverstone Park.
We are the buzz of the cluster.”
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HIGH PRAISE FROM
WIRELESS SECTOR
Two prominent figures at the heart of global
debate into the future of wireless technology
have praised Silverstone Park’s ability to
host major events geared towards achieving
engineering breakthrough.

Silverstone Park is an exciting site
and already has an impressive cluster
of technology businesses...
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The Park hosted the high-profile Cambridge Wireless’s
Automotive & Transport SIG (Specialist Interest Group)
forum entitled ‘The Road to Autonomous Vehicles’.
The event, held inside the estate’s impressive Silverstone
University Technical College (UTC) which overlooks
Silverstone’s Formula 1 Grand Prix circuit, attracted the
‘great and the good’ involved in the science behind
autonomous vehicles – particularly driverless cars.
Bob Cockshott, a quantum technologies specialist
for the Knowledge Transfer Network – an arm of
Government-led body Innovate UK (nee Technology
Strategy Board) – was among the star speakers with his
presentation into combating sophisticated signal jamming
and GPS software crime.
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He commented: “The event was very good – you can
normally judge events by the quality of the presentations
but also the buzz in the coffee breaks and there was
definitely a buzz with lots of interaction, networking
and people exchanging ideas.
“It’s a very exciting venue and also very comfortable;
it’s got all the right facilities. Being able to see the race
circuit was also a great attraction and I look forward
to coming back.

businesses focused around the automotive and motorsport
industries; it’s clear to see that through MEPC’s investment,
vision and energy this is going to be the premier location
for any serious player in those industries.
“The UTC in particular is an excellent venue with splendid
facilities and an amazing view of the Silverstone circuit that
made our CW Automotive and Transport event a great success.

“I’m sure everyone will have left dwelling on a very
interesting and informative time.”

“We had 100 delegates who heard from a range of
speakers covering diverse topics related to autonomous
vehicles and the issues and opportunities in this
challenging market sector.

SIG ‘champion’, RealVNC’s Tom Blackie, echoed those
sentiments, adding: “Silverstone Park is an exciting site
and already has an impressive cluster of technology

“Silverstone and the UTC provided a great backdrop and
contributed to the positive atmosphere and no doubt also
helped to achieve a great turnout.”
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Legendary sportscar manufacturer
Porsche has effectively doubled the
size of its stunning Experience Centre
facility with a number of new circuit
configurations at Silverstone Park.

“We’ve been able to achieve several things
including extending the existing handling
circuit which includes longer straights and
even more challenging corners,” explains
Experience Centre Manager Gill Kerr.

The driver training facility is regarded
as the blueprint for other similar Porsche
venues being built around the world.

“Additional straights also enable us to
explore technologies such as launch control
and Porsche Ceramic Composite Brakes
(PCCB) as well as acceleration and braking
which Porsche is renowned for.

Its new extension runs parallel to the
Silverstone Formula 1 Grand Prix circuit’s
famous Hangar Straight section and adds
to the sequence of tracks on the existing
driving experience by the Becketts and
Chapel bends.
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“We have now as well a ‘dynamics
paddock’ which allows us to demonstrate
other technologies such as rear axle
steering and Porsche Torque Vectoring
to highlight the link between technology
and driver.

“In essence the extension will enable us
to double capacity over the coming years.
This is the first Experience Centre for
Porsche and it’s a really unique facility
in the world in terms of a combination
of everything we have. It is what a lot
of future Porsche Experience Centres
will be based on.”

This is the first Experience
Centre for Porsche and
it’s a really unique facility
in the world...
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We love this photo shot by our resident snapper Kirsty Edmonds of Silverstone Park
by night – or rather the stunning brand icon which features as part of the all-new
entrance to the estate.
Look out for it along the Dadford Road which connects the two counties in which
the Silverstone Park development sits – Buckinghamshire and Northamptonshire.

FERRARI FEVER

Remember, it’s from here we change the world…
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PARTING SHOT

Road Angel employee Sally O’Connor
was the winner of Silverstone Park’s
‘lucky draw’ after it invited companies
and their workforces based on-site
to play an important role in shaping
its transport plan for the future
of the estate.
In the run-up to Christmas all companies
and their staff were issued with a travel
questionnaire – the responses will be
evaluated by Silverstone Park management
company MEPC as part of its on-going
development of the estate.
In the next 10 years it is anticipated the
workforce at Silverstone Park will increase
dramatically from the current 500-plus to
around 8000 as MEPC transforms the estate
into a leading global business destination
for the motorsport and high-performance
technology (HPT&M) industries.
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As an incentive to complete its travel survey
form, Silverstone Park offered the prize of
an iPad Mini to one employee drawn from
the names of those who responded and a
delighted Sally was the winner.
Silverstone Park Commercial Director Roz
Bird commented: “Well done Sally and
thanks to everyone who took part in our
survey – the response was terrific with a
high percentage of the workforce based
on-site taking the time to give us some
extremely detailed feedback.
“This is highly valuable information that
we can use to assess our travel plans for the
future. The size of Silverstone Park is rapidly
starting to grow in terms of land mass,
current companies expanding into bigger
premises and new companies being attracted
to the excellent environment here. Getting
the travel infrastructure right is therefore
extremely high on our list of priorities.”
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CURRENT OCCUPIERS:
Helen Warren
Facilities Manager
Tel: 01327 856000

AVAILABILITY ENQUIRIES:
Roz Bird
Commercial Director
Tel: 01327 856000

MEDIA ENQUIRIES:
Carl McKellar
Silverstone Park Press Officer
Mob: 07786 138 905

MEPC Silverstone Park
Innovation Centre, Silverstone Park,
Towcester NN12 8GX

James Watson
Dowley Turner Real Estate
Tel: 020 3328 9080

@SilverstonePark

